List of Plates

Plate

1 Farmers carrying implements to farms in Gosaba

2 Sowing of paddy saplings in Gosaba

3 Vast Stretches of paddy fields in Bakhali

4 A Village woman collecting fishes from a low lying area beside the paddy field. In the background paddy field surrounded by settlements noticeable

5 Cross bund as well as communicating road (unmetalled) within an island

6 Unloading of coconut saplings in Nyazet for despatch to interior

7 Fishermen rushing for purchase of fish breeds at the time of low tide. Mark the fall in water level

8 Commodities being loaded in boats on the Raimangal river near Chhotomollakhali periodic market

9 Bashoos carried from Basirhat are being unloaded in Basanti hat

10 A Biweekly market 'hat' in Hatgacha, Dhanderkhali

11 A sick person being transported to PHC for treatment.
12. Normal village road in island

13. Over crowded auto vehicle (three wheeler) in Hasnabad Hingalganj road

14. Country boats - the only mode of transport

15. Embankments around islands along tidal river

16. Typical house type in the Sunderbans region

17. Casurina trees on sand dunes in Fresherganj

18. Mangrove forest along reserve forest boundary